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ABSTRACT
The geometrical approach to the functional integral over

Faddeev-Popov ghost fields is developed and applied to construct
the BRST extension of the off-shell closed string amplitudes in
the constant curvature gauge. In this gauge the overlap path
integral fur off-shelL amplitudes is evaluated. It leads to the
nonlocal sewing procedure generating all off-shell amplitudes
from the cubic interaction vertex. The general scheme of the
reconstruction of a covariant closed string field theory from the
off-shell amplitudes is discussed within the path integral
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the present paper we complete our study of the Polyakov

path integral over bordered surfaces initiated in tl,2J. The

interest to this object can be traced back to O.Alvarez's

pioneering paper [31 where the string anzatz for the Wilson loop

was considered. The Main developement in calculating this

functional integral was achieved in the context of the closed

string off-shell amplitudes C4-111. This approach was aimud to

derive a covariant closed string field theory CCCSFT> from

off-shell amplitudes defined in terms of a functional integral

over surfaces connecting closed contours in the target space

C11J. In spite of a very suggestive physical and geometrical

picture and of an important progress in the calculating techiques

involved [11,12] this program did not succeed. It seems that it

does not mean a principal invalidity of the basic idea but rather

reflects the fact that the functional integral techniques are

much less developed that for instance the operator ones 1131. In

fact the major recent achievement in constructing CCSFT - the

nonpolynomial theory C14-18] - is based on the operator

formulation of conformal field theories on punctured Riemann

s » * u i - f i « : t » « , T l n - i i * i s y i - l . a n o t h e r . w e l t <U v t " l o p * ? i l .4f <|>i< >.•< li l.< > C H S T T

- the improved tl°J covariantixed lie-lit cone theory [20] in which

the relation between an off-shell string diagram and a path

integral over bordered surfaces is even less transparent.

In our previous papers [1.21 the path integral



representation of the off-shell bosonic- string amplitudes; was

constructed in the case of zero ghosts boundary conditions. The

main aim of the present work is to extend the geometrical im-t.hods

of Refs 1,2 in order to derive the full dependence of the

off-shell amplitudes on ghosts variables. This method is then

applied to construct the BRST extended off-shell amplitudes in

the constant curvature gauge. In particular the overlap path

integral for these amplitudes is calculated.

Although the operator approach is belived to be more general

than the path integral one [13] and provides a powerful tool <for

instance, in solving 2-dim gravity [211> it seems that the

functional formalism developed in [1.2] and accomplished in the

present paper gives new insight in the structure of the closed

string Feynman diagrams. Let us also note that the geometrical

approach we use to handle the path integral over bordered

surfaces is more general and gives some new tools in the

covariant functional quantization of gauge systems in the

Schrfldinger representation.

We began, in Sect.2, by describing a geometrical framework

for the path integral over Faddeev-Popov ghost fields. As it is

known from the Yang-Mills theory [22] and the Polyakov path

integral over closed surfaces [23] there exists bfhind the

Faddeev-Pupov procedure a well defined geometrical construction.

This construction Involving the infinite dimensional Riemannian

geometry of the space of fields is motivated by SOUK? finite

dimen»ioiidl integral formula [241. Following this line of

thinking we present a finite dimensional counterpart of the

"expont'ntiation" of the Faddeev-Popov determinant by a (Jaussian

integral over ghosts. This is done within the

Berezin-Leites-JCostant approach to supermini folds [25] and leads

to the geometrical interpretation of the Faddeev-Popov ghosts

different from the standard one [26] developed in the context of

the Yang-Mills theory. Recall that in the covariant Y-M theory

one prefers to work with the space of all connections promoting

nonphysical field components to propagating variables by means of

a gauge fixing term in the Lagrangean. Then in order to "cancel"

the effect of this procedure one has to add a ghost system. The

basic principle ensuring a consistency of this formulation is the

BRST invariance of the resulting system [271. This is in contrast

with the BDHP bosonic string where we are content with the

integration over a gauge slice in the space of world sheet

metrics Cjust because at least in d=26 it leads to a finite

dimensional integral>. Therefore the only need for ghost fields

is to handle a nontrivial insertion of the Faddeev-Popov

determinant in a resulting measure. This difference reflects

itself for instance in a different structure of a kinetic term of

ghost Tields.

In Section 3 the geometrical scheme developed in Sect.2 is

applied in the case of the closed string partition function. This

leads to an equivalent system ivolving ghost fields. A dt-.t.ailed

discussion of the infinite dimensional supermini fold of boundary

conditions of this system is presented in Section i. In



particular th<? action of the group of residual gauge

transformations is described. The transformation properties of

the ghost variables justify our interpretation of "boundary

reparametrizations" given in 11,21. We close this section by

deriving the expression for the BRST extended off-shell

amplitudes in the constant curvature gauge.

In Section 5 we consider an overlap path integral of two

off—shell amplitudes in the constant curvature gauge. Using the

results of [121 we are able to calculate it explicitely. It was

shown that the integrand of the final expression reproduces

exactly the integrand of the off-shell amplitude over the surface

obtained by gluing the initial surfaces along a single common

boundary. The range of integration is however essentially larger

than a corresponding restricted fundamental domain. Although

because of the infinite overcounting mentioned above the naive

overlap integral does not solve the sewing problem, the sewing of

integrands is a nontrivial result. Let us stress one interesting

point of this calculations. To form the overlap integral we use

the inner product in the space of functionals over the

superman!fold of boundary conditions which is given by an

extension of the functional integral considered in [1,2]. The

nontriviaL measure for integration over the length parameter in

this inner product comes from the "1—dimensional" Fadileev—Popov

procedure through thegt.—function regularization of the

Faddeev-Popov determinant [1]. This measure was derived within

the geometrical approach to the path integral without reforiiig to

the off-shell amplitudes in the constant curvature gauge nor to

Lin." si-wiii;.;: iiroiii'ihn-i-. Tt. i s reiii.ivk.jlilt1- (.li.it. l.lii'. ni<- i-.i;r.. i s

precisely of the form required to a<..hiev<-- Un- tji-witig i.-C tin-

Weil—Petersson volume forms.

In the last section the problem of deriving interaction

vertices from the set of all off-shell amplitudes is discussed.

We present a brief comparision of two solutions of this problem

given by the constant curvature gauge and the minimal area one

supporting the nonpolynomial approach. We conclude this section

by speculations about a possible connection between the constant

curvature gauge and the covariantized light cone approach.

2. GRADED MANIFOLDS AND THE GEOMETRY OF THE FADDEEV-POPOV GHOSTS

Let us consider a trivial principal fibre bundle PCB,n,GJ

over a compact base manifold B and with a compact Lie group G as

a structure group. Suppose that there is a smooth G—invariant

Kiemannian structure g on the total space P of the bundle and a

family | h f\ „ of right invariant Riemannian metrics on a such

that for every pt=P, a,=G, <5a,<5a'^T G :

hp<1<<5a,£a':> = tipC AdCa)6a , Ad C a 3 6 a ' > <2.1>

( AdC.) denotes the adjoint action of 6 on its Lie algebra

For any global section o; B Z 2 o<.Ut c P construct.
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the family of linear maps JA I j - :

A = II : T G P ,

where
: T P

is the orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal C with respect

to g ) complement W x of the space T SI tangent to the gauge

slice Z and r : T G • T P denotes a linear map defined by

where ft : G

o f adjoint maps is defined by theThe family

relations:

h*tA*,5w,.5a> = gtCi5w,AtAa> ; c5a <= T#G, *i» e W^ .

For any G-invariant function f on P we have the

followiiig version of the Fubini theorem C24 1:

d..,9 (2.23

where di,>4, do , d<j denote the volume forms related to the

Riemannian metrics g, h p and to the induced metric on Z

respec t i ve1y.

Let 'L be some smooth gauge slice in FtB,it,G). Consider a

vector bundle ECZ) over Z defined as the direct suom:

FXZ) = NZ « ZxG'

where NV denotes the bundle normal to Z and Z-.G' is a

trivial bundle with the standard fibre O* . Note that in our

case Nil is also trivial.

The dli isomorphism tb = R ,„ : Z

right action R of

morphism t^ : E(Z> —

by:

-• Z a induced by the

on P extends to a vector bundle

E(Ea> defined on each fibre of ECZ>

Let IIB introduce an Euclidean structure on ECZ) given by:

It follows from C2.1) that 4 is an Euclidean vector bundle

i somorphi sm.

Now we consider a Berezin-Leites-Kostant graded manifold

GrCECZ)) defined by the sheaf of sections of the bundle AECZ)*.

For every a e Q the vector bundle morphism • generates a

BLK-morphism of graded manifolds. Let /i?J V = t, {?"'}., denote

systems of global sections of N Z a and £ axG* respectively,

ill
forming a basis at each fibre of ECZ) . These systems form a set

of odd generators of the graded commutative algebra rCAECI a) >

and serve a system of odd coordinates for the graded manifold

GrCECZ a)). In these coordinates the BLK morphism

• : GrCECZ>> • Gr<E<Z

takes the following form:

(** f = ™ Cs a)
a O

t** I7v><s> = R* f)lCs) C2. 3>

where f Q e G^ft a> c rCAECS-a} J.

Some remarks concerning notation are in order. The BLK



morphism * between graded manifolds can be defined [251 as a

homomorphism •* : RAECIa)*) > r<AECXi*> of graded

commutative algebras of global functions. The formula C2.3)

describes •* by its values on generators of the algebra

f(AE(£-a) > < for simplicity we omit an explicit description of

even generators given by local charts of £ a ). Note that since

E(Za> is a trivial bundle rj, < are global odd coordinates an

Gr(ECX)). There is however another way of notation commonly used

in the physical literature and based on the idea uf "points with

anticommuting coordinates". Within the graded manifold approach

one can give the following interpretation of this notation. For

every f -• FCAECXa) ) we have the expansion:

f = > r .. .
Itfl = 1 V f • • V | c J f • • J I

C2.4)

wherre, asi before, Jrf1 \ > if,J V _ denote bases of sections in

the bundles NX a* and i-axfl'*. Regarding

as vectors with anticommuting components one can interpret the

expansion C2.1) as a formal Taylor expansion of the function

fCs,J7,̂ > of the even <s> and the odd CTJ,IJ5 variables, at the

point (s,0,0>.

Let fr)1 \ . JVJ \ denote bases of global sections or

the bundles NX and TrO' providing a global system of odd

coordinates in GrCE<£)>. In these coordinates * J71 , * ^̂

can be expressed as follows:

E * r)v(s) J

Ad*Ca *) (Us a)
C2.3)

Cs>

where •j*"k|fc = 1 . f*
viV=i denote the dual bases :

Note that the equations (2.S> can be formally regarded as

the transformation rules for vectors:

I) = Cr/' Tjn> , f = Cr,1 , . . . ,<n>

with ruspect to the map R^m and AdCa'jk _ rcspfclively.

With this interpretation the algebra homomorphism 4** car. be

written in the following more familiar form:

<:•* fJCs,»),<5 = fts-a,Kal|1ij,AdCa"
1JR ^ C J

a

This in order suggests even more compact commonly used

notation for the mrphism * :

B - *

CZ.7)

Although in the present framework the transformation rule

C2.7) make sense only through the interpretation given above,

correctly used provides a very useful shorthand notation of the

morphism defined by (2.3).

The central object of our consideration is the foJIon ing

Berezin integral over Gr(ECZ)) :



f d.jZ tsxpCg

GrCECZii

fCsi

f fCs> C2.8)

where GrCE C D ) denotes CO,2n)-dimensional graded manifold and

the Berezin "volume forms" are defined by :

• s • dij1 • . . . -d.," ,

C2.9>
d"w£ = ( deth^Cfia. ..Sa^ ) a di;1 d*1'' .

where {*" 1 = 1> (Aa "} -±
 a r o C^ven by C2.6>. The symbol

g <f7,A Jf> in C2.8> is interpreted as an element of the algebra

rCAEtS:)** according to the formula:

gs<r)pAt<> = ^ gtC.5».,4tiaj) 7j
l
A<

J C2.10J
1. i

One can easy verify that for any function f £ TCAECX-a) )

and for any a e Q the following relation holds:

J I dw expCg

Moreover for every G—invariant function f

f du.9 f f d « h P 1 = f
arCEC£)>

The formal generalization of the rormula above provides the

geometrical setting of the Faddeev—Popov procedure with the

Faddtiev—Popov determinant "exponentiaded" by the path integral

over ghost variables. This interpretation of the ghost variables

10

as coordinates in some infinite dimensional gr.id̂ d manifold is

closely related to the treateraent of anticommuting fields in

supersyimnetric theories proposed in [281.

3. THE CLOSED STRING PARTITION FUNCTION

As an illustration of the geometrical description sketched

in the previous section let us consider the h—loop closed string

partition function:

[ «K f [ W x f exp<-S[g,x]> . C3.D

where M^ is the space of all Riemannian metrics on some fixed

oriented 2-dim manifold H. of genus h : X, is the space of of

all mappings x:M -MR" , denotes the group of orientation

preserving diffeomorphiems of M^ and U^ is the group of

conformal rescalings of metrics C the additive group of real

valued functions on Mt J. The functional measures in C3.1) are
n

regarded as infinite dimensional volume forms related to the

ultralocal Riemannian structures M<.„.5, X''(,,.J, H9C.,.},

W9C. . . ~) defined on M , KL , B. and V. respectively;

'x"h - "h '

,,b
- * r.

li



Ve consider the class of conformal gauge slices given by

global sections

of the principal fibre bundle:

Let us denote by »*o = Ot7'h> the gauge slice in the bundle

C3.2J, then the submanifold r<a = ra

gauge slice in the bundle:

C *V, conformal

At every point g e fQ c there is an orthogonal

decomposition of the space T f^ tangent to f£ at g :

T ft = X * K^
y <5 9 9

where

and Kx is a finite dimensional space C dim X x = 6h-6 >.
9 9

Using the Faddeev-Fopov method in a confornal gauge f^ one

can derive the following expression for Zh [241:

*,v f det P*P

det H(P+]
C3.3>

where £ denotes the Laplace^Beltrami opefator actiiif on scalar*

fields on H ; P is t-he cDntorinal Lie derivative operator and

P̂  is adjoint to F . Other symbols in C3.33 are defined by:

det H C6r , 6w

= M

where du° is the volume form on Ta related to the induced

Riemannian structure on f^ ; {*iPL V _ , is a n nrLhonornal basis

*V' I. , is an arbitrary basis in kerFin \ and

For every point (g,x) e (̂3x't^ " e d e r i n e a vector space:

where Jf = / i5g e T ^ : 9ab

The disjoint union :

u 9, *

can be given the structure of a trivial vector bundle over

*tjx3th" O n E " e introduce the Euclidean structure E<. , . }

defined by:

E ( K)CCSh,*TJ,f6h',i5f'>} = H <ih,6h') + H^dt*f,6f'l .

According to the finite dimensional scheme described in the

previous section one can rewrite the expression (3.3) in the

following form:

C3. 45

x exp f Stg.xl + ti CTJ,P I

where the functional 3K) over the graded infinite dimensional

manifold GrCS°> is define.I by :

J3



r so 0 = r <\<f-v j ©*x f

The Berezin infinite dimensional volume form J>9rj S>9J; is related

to the Euclidean structure EC.,.> on 8°. Note that the

integrand in (3.1) is interpreted as a function on the infinite

dimensional graded manifold GrC£ ), i.e. as an element of the

graded commutative algebra IX AE ) , where K denotes the

bundle dual to E°.

The action of the diffeomorphism group on the base

space T- x Jt of E

Cf*g,f*x>

extends to the action on S by the Euclidean vector bundle

isomorphisms *( : CK°, E?<. ,. )> CJ5f °,Ef °C.,.)>

at each fibre Sa of B° by:

This in order induces a BLK morphism of graded manifolds :

*f Ftg,x,i7,<] * Ftf*g,f*x,f*7j.f .f^-f '*] . C3.S)

The expression C3.4> is invariant with respect to the

transformations (3.5>. Moreover, since the conformal anomaly

vanishes it is also invariant under the BLK morphisms * , f e

Vy of the following form :

< •!. 6 >

;,i),?,l = Flexp*p-g,x,ri,f,l
r

Anot.her form of C3.3J can be obtained by choosing a special

.i, ,* -A - ..:!,' -•- -

subclass of gauge slices t of the bundle C3.23 thich are

determined by sections :

with values in the space M^1 of metrics with the constant scalar

curvature equal to -1. In this case the partition function takes

the following form [241 :

r aw* f
J I

det HCP >
9

where do denotes the Weil-Petersson volume form on the

TeichmUller space T^ .

For the expression C3.B) one can construct slightly

different path integral representation with a simplified

treatment of ghosts zero modes. Using the orthogonal

decomposition :

* • imP * kerP+

« a 9
we construct for any section <3.7) the vector bundle :

imP

C3.9>

91. x a "" i. d h

with the Euclidean structure EC.,.> defined by obvious

restriction or EC.,.>.

Ve have the following Gaussian path integral representation

of 2, :

r ff*d(,,vp r ©«x r &'n & + H^n,p,^.> 3

X^ Qrtr C3.10J

15



1. THE BKST EXTENTION OF THE OFF-SHELL CLOSED STRING AMPLITUDES

In this section we will construct the BkST extention of the

closed string amplitudes. The basic idea is to consider instead

or the constrained system described by the action functional :

SEg,x] = i

defined on the manifold of fields M^x X^ an equivalent

"Gaussian" system determined by the action functional :

Stg, x,77,j

ig,i,F

= SEg.xl

n IT,.P

Ê C4.1J

S", = - 2 J edo

defined on the graded manifold of fields Gr(E°) or Gr(K°).

These two possibilities are related to two different

expressions (3.4) and (3.10) Tor the off-shell amplitudes. In the

present paper we will consider only the constant

curvature gauge for which the second possibility is

relevant [1.2].

Note that the Tirst two terms in C4.1) follow from the path

integral representation (3.9) of the partition function. The

lioundai-y term S'. l<J,f?,*',5 is added to ensure the existence of

the extrema of the action functional (4.1) with nanhomogeneous

boundary conditions for ghost variables [9].

Ve will start with the discussion of the geometry of the

(graded) manifold of the boundary conditions for trajectories of

the system (4.1). It proceedes along the standard lines described

in [1.21. Let M, denotes the 2-dimensional oriented world
n, b

sheet manifold with h—handles and b—boundary components. For a

single boundary component Z of Nh fe let us fix some

orientation preserving diffeomorphisms

p : S • Z

where S is an oriented 1-dim circle and Z is endowed with the

induced orientation. The boundary values along Z of a given

"trajectory" Cg,x,i7,JJJ over M are defined by :

P g , x = p x
(4.2>

where n and t denote the unit vectors normal and tanget to Z

respectively.

The space of all boundary conditions for "trajectories" of

the system (1.1) is then the graded manifold Gr(E) generated

by the vector bundle:

s s

( As it was discussed in [21 Tor some technical reasons the

"bosonic" part of the space determined by (4.2) has to be

extended by the factor S .)

The residual gauge transformations can be easily derived

from the relations (3.5),(3.0) and (4.2). They are described by

the group 5 s (*' olI(iJ)oS> , where Vg denotes the additive



group of real valued functions on S , UC1> = [ R,+
mod2Tr]

 a n d ° s

i s the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of S. The

( J - . n : t i o n i m HrfC) fry Bl.K mm [ i l i i s m s i s ~fn~i-,=.t.ei1 liy thf?

cj-actiun K on 8 by the vector bundle ntorphisms :

K : A 6 -• K

?*e,

tB

C4.3)

for the

between

where we use the shorthand notation s » s +

isomeLry ICe,0> of e determined by the distance JJJ

s and ICe,e>Cs>.

The correspondence between a trajectory and its boundary

value K, b
given by C4.2> depends on the choice of a

diffeomorphism p : S • £ . One can overcome this difficulty

choosing instead of QrCSi the quotient space Grte>/3>s . As it

follows from the definition C1.3J of the fi-action on GrCE> the

following relation holds :

where K is a vector bundle defined as the base space of the

principal fibre bundle:

x = e / »s

In order to parametrize K we will use a special class of

global gauge slices ( 1-dim conformal gauges > in the bundle

(4.4):

18

= fi I C1.55e,s,x,a,b) «• S : e = const

Consider the trivial vector bundle :

For every C<=>,&} e ^L*S we have the vector bundle isomorphism:

tCe\sl : T =, (£,x,a,b> k Cii'1©, s,x,a, b> e ^[^,©1

which yields the following parametrization of X :

„ pto.fi] = nK . t[e,fi] t p > K . ( 4 . 6 >

The residual gauge transformations in the space GrCJO are

described in the one dimensional conformal gauge (4.5) by the

subgroup 0?̂  x © [&,&] c C consisting of all transformations

preserving the gauge slice 1P[©,6] . K denotes the 1—dim group

of constant rescalings of einbeins while 9 t@,@] is given by :

For a fixed f e 3>g the conditions for ^ and ©

formula above have unique solutions and the map :

in the

is a group isomorphism. Moreover for every (e",BO

following diagram is commutative :

R'

the

9 x

,si

-> r



where K' denotes the restriction of the action K (4.3> and R

is defined by :

It. follows that the residual gauge transformsLions in GrtJO

form the group g % Rtx ©B where the action of 0?̂  on 9-

is given by t

Note that the formula C4.7J gives the well known rule of

transformations for x— and b,c—ghost variables with respect to

the conformed transformations. In particular it yields the

correct conformal weights : 0,2,-1 of the fields involved. The

transformations C4.7> are frequently called the boundary

reparametrizatlons. It is somehow misleading since, according to

the considerations given above, these transformations are a

consequence of the invariance of the original system Cl.l> with

respect to canformal rescalings of metrics and their form is a

result of our choice of the 1-dim conformal gauge <4.5>. It

should be stressed that the symmetry (4.7) has nothing to do with

the 2>-irivariance which is completely "solved" by taking the

quotient tl/f) .

Now we proceede to the construction of the BEST extended

off-shell closed string amplitudes. Let M, , denotes an

oriented compact 2—dim manifold with h— handles and b— boundary

components diffeomorphic to a circle. On the relative TeichmUller

s|.iat:e T!* t ot N̂  wt- introduce Fren^he]-NiHI sen coordinates:

20

TJ* , 3 t — > f.u ,. . . ,L ,e ,£ ,...,e c > <= iFbfi}.--iK v " ' v J

For a given pattern for gluing 2h-2+b pants to obtain the

surface M^ b the coordinates L ,...,L are lengths C with

respect to the hiperbolic geometry on H > of the boundary

components £i,...,Tb while C^ L,© > , i = l,...,3h+b-3 , are

parameters of gluing 130]. In these coordinates the Weil-

Petersson volume Torm has especially simple Torm :

b 3hib-3 d6.
d<j = n dL n — - ^ fit.

( We use the convention where the Dehn twists corresponds to

6<.=2kn >. We introduce the restricted Weil-Petersson volume form:

„
ahtb-3 d©d©n ^r *^

and the restricted fundamental domain :

where [T|* ] is a fundamental domain of the modular group.

Let us consider the following principal fibre bundle :

.

h, b C1.8)

The constant curvature gauge consists in the choice of a section

S = T " , ^ -*• gt e ^'b c K.

with values in the space M * of metrics with tin- scalar

21



curvature equals —1 and with the property that every boundary

component or N̂  fe is a geodesic line. In this gauge and for a

given set <ci,...,ch> C c e ^s
xSx*s'^

)
s ' °

r boundary values for

"bosonic part of trajectory" we have the following expression for

the off-shell closed string amplitude [21:

*Pg tFg1]2 [ d e Vg l ]

For a given a • C<J , ...,<r.> e £ x. . . xE, the functional
1. b i b

W i g 1 , O \ c t , . . . , c b l i s def ined by;

C1.1OJ

trhere x is the solution of the boundary value problem:

In the formulae above Ct ,x J is the parametrization or c in

the 1-dim conformal gauge determined by C@,3) with J£ds = 1 .

The diffeomorphisms

.Jre uniquely determined by the equations •

r lgL ,<5|e\£K<J 3 = e

22

where i : X -• Mt denotes the inclusion of the k—th

boundary component.

As it was mentioned above the BRST extended off-shell

amplitudes could be constructed by means or the path integral

over some space of trajectories of the system (4.1) with

prescribed boundary values for "bosonic" and ghosts variables.

Because of the anticommuting nature of ghost variables the

description of the relevant supermanifold of trajectories is

slightly more complicated than in the bosonic case.

For every k = (kt k^) ; k. <= K let us consider the

following fibration :

Ctkl = U ftg1 ,<5,x|kl

where

» LC5h,kerP I > = 0 •

and

- wgl-
,x ,a ,b

J J j I

Note that the definition above is independent of the choice of a

1-dim contorinal gauge C©,S>.

The bundle CEkl is a vector bundle if and only if fcir
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every j = 1,...,b

,x ,0,03

In this case one can identify k with c and the expression

(1.9) can be rewritten in terms of the graded manifold

Grt6[c ,...,c, J) of the Irajectories.
1 b

In the case of nonhomogeneous boundary conditions for- the

ghost variables Etkl is an affine bundle and one cannot

construct a corresponding graded manifold. However in the present

case of the Gaussian integral one can make a shift by the

classical solution. At every fibre f[gl,o",x|k] let us fix the

"reference" point Ci5hcL,t!>f ) uniquely determined as the

solution of the following boundary value problem:

p\ihel = 0

M iCfih.kerP'i) -= D , (4.12)

It yields the isomorphism of the affine bundle S[kl onto the

,x ,0,0) , j = 1 b ,

The action S + S' originally defined as a functional on

filk] transforms under this isomorphism to the functional

+ V r t ] l , G | a . b ]CS t + S\)[y
l ,a,6h,

rlefined OIL the nartBsi.m product etka
C y X )

The functional V hlg l ,fl|a,b] in the formula above is defined by

b

V J q l , o | a , b l = -2 V f e l a t ACc, d<J
« h ' ~ , 4 , JT > > *

 t L J

)

It is bilinear with respect to the variables a = Ca ,...,a ) , b

= Cb ...,b ) and, according to the formula C2.10> can be

b

regarded as a function on the graded manifold ^j^GrCJO. Let us

observe that a more careful treatment requires a similar

construction for the x-variables as well. It follows that the

supermanifuId of trajectories of the system (4.1) with prescribed

boundary values should be regarded as a member of the family of
b

graded manifolds parametrized by the graded manifold x GrCK).

Choosing some basis T * < = | f? } # f '. } in the dual

bundle K one can write the final expression for the BEST

extended off-shell closed string amplitude in the constant

curvature gauge :

td.13)

•V *'

x expC-Vtg'.fflk". ..k°l -

The expression above is independent of the choice of

coordinates in the base manifold C of the bundle K nor of the

choice of a basisi of global sections of H. T(IK off-^hell
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amplitude C4. 13} is therefore a well defined functional on the

h

superman i fold x GrOO, As an off-shell object it is not

invariant with respect to the residual gauge transfornidtions. In

fact using the methods of (1,21 one can show that the off—shell

amplitudes defined in different gauges are related by these

transformations.

3. SEWING AMPLITUDES

In order to discuss the sewing procedure for the amplitudes

defined in the previous section it is convenient to use the

parametrization of GrOO given by a 1-dimensional conformal

gauge (1.3). Let us fix Ce,s) on S and a set of points O =

<ot,...,ob> such that for any i ai belongs to the i-th

boundary component Z^ of Hy fe. Changing variables

l-ji,n1 ;, 0 > a + C2n>~l£. 9

and using the IK1> transformation properties of W and W h

we have the following expression

A (Ca ,x ,n ,t > 1 = (3.1J

p x n i c 2 f r 3 1 « i ? J d©t fdet,A

- v^
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wlipris r ( .+e > = f «I(« i,e> : r = " , r» , f .
L L I l ' ' l I ' 'l ' 'I

The second ingredient we need for sewing is an inner product

in the space of functlonals on GrCJO. The "bosonic" part of such

a product was dicussed in [2]. Its BEST extension has in the

1-dim conformal gauge the following form:

<*T*> j co^-MaZ J »™ x- J B ^ n J as. 2>

where f C-. 3 = f-rte.s] ; f = x^, ril, K^ , and rte.al denote*

the orientation reversing isometry of e uniquely defined by the

condition r[e,s]Cs) = s . The ay-din "Berezin volume forms"

iDoteQJ S>
aei* are related to the Euclidean structure:

E ( « , x ) t ( a ' b > ' £ a ' ' b ' " we bb'

Let Aj, A2 be the off-shell amplitudes over the disjoint

model surfaces M' , "h-b" ' resPec*j^vely- For simplicity we

consider a procedure for sewing amplitudes A and A along a

single boundary component of M' and II". In this case the path

integral framework suggests the following overlap integral:

CS. 3>

O

x A [ C o t , " ' * ^ L ' ^ i ^ i = i * ^ o t ^ ^ " - ' 1 ^
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The question is whether the formula above gives the

off—shell amplitude over a model surface M of genus h = h'+h"

and with the number of boundary components b •> b'+b"—2.

After substitution of <5.1> into C5.3> one gets in

particular the double integration over the twists ©' , ©" on

the boundary components X, <= <»H. and I c itfl.
Q n b i n b

respectively. Due to the UCli invariance of the functional

measure in (5.2> the integrand depends only on the sum 0*+ 6",

.ind the integration over one twist decouples yielding the factor

ati. which in order cancels the factor itxti'1 in the integral

over or in C5.3). Thus we have the following expression

f de J d«r \ d*T * n"<2">~*«v
? f d9L

JjfR ijfltl

<S.4>
c.

where T? = T̂ L f,

are restricted fundamental domains in the TeichnilLler spaces of

H* and M", respectively. The functionals J

by the following overlap path integrals:

exp(-Vtgl

K are defined

tS .3>

I exp( -Wtg l ' ,a' |C"

(3.6J

*i -Pgi

[ l i t lLAFg l ^ g 1 "

The form aiZ dC«2> A C2itJ *dO ^ dS"P .̂ dw^P originally

defined on the cartesian product

R . * R x j V b a

can be regarded as the restricted Well-Petersson volume form

d 3 W P on T^fc>I^1,...,*bJ i h = h' + h", b = b' + b" - 2 J. In

fact identifing the boundary components Z^. and Ẑ ' by means

of an orientation reversing diffeomorphism f

> = <Ĵ '> one obtains an oriented surface

diffeomorphic to H
h b

diffeomorphism f : H

Using an orientation preserving

—> M'u M" one can construct a

partition of M into 2h —2 + b pairs of pants from

partitions of M' and M". Vith this choice of Frenchel-Nielsen

coordinates in

isomorphism

the diffeomurpliisni induces an



and provides the identification

0(2 C2n>

Note that the range of integration of d S V P in C5.O

is not a restricted fundamental domain in T !•£...,£ 1. In

fact it contained infinite many restricted fundamental domains

which leads to an infinite overcounting in the formula CS.3>.

Postponing a more detailed discussion of this point to the

next section let us now turn to the overlap integrals CS.5J and

<5,6>. Our aim is to show that for any

and for any collections a'

of points on dM* and

a" Co'^, . . . , o£_

C tl

" there exists on M a smooth metric

l ' "" t J with the constant scalar curvature

equals - 1 , and a collection a - <oi,...,obl of points on

tjM , such that the rollowing formulae hold:

(3.75

CS. 83

f I? „ .
det P*iP i exp f -W tgl ,s|(^ , t. J . ] .
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We will show that the sewing relations above are equivalent

to the sewing relations for conformal field theories on M , D

(at a fixed conformal structure) recently prooved in [121. The

reasoning is the same for both relations and we will present it

only for C3.7>. First let us observe that the classical action

functional Wtg,a|C~LiL_x1 regarded as a functional

V[MK ,g,O|(x'i)
b_ ] is invariant with respect to the action of

arbitrary orientation preserving diffeomorphisms changing the

model surface HL .:

# u b -1 ^-l Mb..

This is a simple consequence of the transformation

properties of the PDHP string action and of the boundary

conditions C4.11J under general diffeoroorphisms. Using the

diffeomorphism f : M. • M'u H" considered above one can
n, b

replace the functionals appearing in CS.S> by the following ones:

Vtf'CH'l.fV ,f ~1<.G' J I'CX^^' 1,^-. >] , <S.1O)

w[f"1cM">,f*gl ",f"1ca">|~(.+e>,CxV>^=b,]

The final problem is whether the metrics f gl on H*f'(M') and f *gl on H? , = r"'((l") can be regarded as

restrictions of some smooth metric gl on the whole surface

M. . . Note that the metrics f g' , T gl have the constant

scalar curvature equals —1. Moreover the common boundary is a

geodesic of" the same length with respect to both metrics. Thus by
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an appropriate choice of diffeomnrphisms f :M t Mf

f. :« i-,, i. M. . one can achieve the coincidence of induced
'•r D

einbeins, normal directions and other metrics components along

M 1 ••,M' i i

smooth metric q

coordinates on Tf

a way that *',f 'J and r*i*tl" form

h, b Within the Frenchel-Nielsen

induced by f g' is a constant curvature

metric OVFT Coti,0,f,t"J. Using again the relation CS.SO one set

the following equivalent form of the functional^ CS.1O):

WCH

VtM,

where o = f ' f ' to ' )
It 1 I

<J = f ' f '
21 2

Finally by the twist 9 along £ one can proceede from the

metric g' to the metric g1 over t • l«2,©, t', fi. In terms

or this metric the formulae CS.7>, C5.6J can be rewritten in the

following form

where g* , gl denote the leatfictinns of the metric gl on

K. t a n d Hh, b respectively and O = COj ±. . . 0lfe ( e^. . 0 a b_).

The relation above is just the formula for sewing at a fixed

conformal structure derived in 1121. Using a similar f'otmuld for

ghost fields we finally have the following result:

WP .n^ZtJ-1-,2 J d t \ [detAF;iF

e x p f - V t g 1 , a | x C . + e i b 1 - W . £ g l , < 5 | C i 7 C . + 0 5 . " C . + G > } b

(5.11J

0. TOWARDS THE COVAKIANT CLOSED STRING FIELD THEORY

In this section we will briefly discuss the problem of

reconstructing a CCSFT from off-shell amplitudes. Let us note

that the passage from off—shell to on—shell amplitudes consists

in filling each "hole" of an off-shell amplitude by a disc with

an appropriate vertex insertion which corresponds to a physical

string state. Since the physical string states are supposed to

respect the residual gauge invariance this procedure is gauge

independent. The choice of gauge becomes however crucial if we

try to interpret off-shell amplitudes as a set C possibly

consisting of one element > of Feynman diagrdms arising from a

perturbation expansion of some CCSFT. In fact the problem of

reconstruction can be posed as a problem of constructing a gau^e

with some properties ensuring the Feynman diagram interpretation.

Such properties were recently formulated within the framework of

nonpolynomial CCSFT tl6]. Here we propose J slightly

formulation motivated by the path integral approach.



Within our framework the process of reconstruction consists

in constructing the following objects:

a) - off-ahell amplitudes;

b> - off-shell amplitudes with "cut propagators" in external legs

<ACP>;

c> — string Feynman diagrams;

d) - a selling procedure;

e) - interaction vertces.

a} In the previous sections the functional integral method was

used to derive expressions for off—shell string amplitudes in the

constant curvature gauge. This method can be applied in an

arbitrary gauge yielding for each topological type Ch,b) a well

defined volume form O h b on the moduli space mh fc which is a

functional of boundary values of x— and ghost variables. For a

detailed discussion of the gauge fixing in the path integral over

bordered surfaces we refer to our previous papers [1,21. Let us

note that for the present discussion the third stage of a gauge

fixing considered in [1,21 is relevant. Since all further stages

of the reconstruction process crucially depends on the definition

of off-shell amplitudes the existence of objects b> - dJ can be

regarded as an implicit form of very restrictive requirements for

an admissible gauge.

to The construction of ACF involves two choices. Firstly for

every topological type Ch,b> one has to identify b— real

modular parameters (T ,...,Tfa) e 0?̂  corresponding to "times" of

out. propagators in external legs. Secondly, this identification

should be supplemented by a prescription how to reduce the volume

form O on m to volume forms 0. <T ,....r > on the
t"i, t; r > , b ri. t> t t>

restricted moduli spaces m Cr ,...,r ) c m determined by
r h r b 1 b h . b

e.jch s e t of f ixed va lues of "time" parameters. Both c h o i c e s are

nut <:an< >u ic.il ,nid -should tin regarded as u f>.art up .i <?,III;_I- l'i\iny;.

c> For each r e s t r i c t e d moduli space m <T T ) we
h. t 1 • b

introduce a family m"; . I T , ..,,T.) of open sunsets of
h,b 1 b

U

and for any i » j

•Vb t Ti'-"- Tb'

"h.h C Tt""'V

C6.1J

(6.2>

The string diagram with h-loops and b-external legs is

defined as the integral

^ Cr,, . . . ,T. > J V

d> The sewing procedure consists of two basic operations on

string diagrams :

A — sewing two external legs of different string diagrams,

B — sewing two external legs of the same diagram.

Botli operations are supposed to produce a string diagram of

an appropriate topological type and involve integrations over

common boundary values and common time parameter of sewing legs.

In addition we require the locality of the sewing procedure which
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ne>ans that t-he measure of this integration as Hell as its range

are independent of the global structure of sewing diagrams.

«?> Having constructed the objects a)-d> satisfing the

properties listed above one can define the quantum interaction

vertices of GCSFT as a minimal set of string diagrams generating

all diagrams by the sewing procedure. Restricting oneself

throughout all constructions to Riemannian surfaces of the

topological type CO,b>, b > 3 one gets interaction vertices

corresponding to a classical CCSFT.

To find a gauge for which all objects above exsist and

satisfy the required properties is a very difficult problem.

There are in fact only two approaches: the covariantized light

cone CCSFT [19,201 and the recently developed nonpolynomial one

£14-181. In the rest of this section we will concentrate on the

comparison of the constant curvature gauge with the minimal area

one underlying the nonpolynomial approach.

Let us look how the constant curvature gauge fits into the

reconstruction scheme sketched above. This gauge was defined in

12] by the choice of the subspace of metrics with the constant

scalar curvature equals -1. For the identification of "time"

parameters one uses the Frenchel—Nielson coordinates on the

TeichmUller space. The "time" X of a cut propagator in an

external leg can be identified with the inverse nf the length Z,

of a cori't'spondinj boundary component. With this choice the

restriction of the volume form fi. . in determined by neglecting

the term dt rt...A d£. in the Veil-Pett?isson volume form T21.
f b

The resulting expression for ACP is given by the formula C4,13>.

The structure of string diagrams in this gauge is vi_-ry simplt.- -

fur each topological type Ch,b> there is only one string1 diagram

coinciding with AGP. As it was pointed out in the previous

section the sewing procedure defined by means of the overlap path

integral does not produce a string diagram. Since the volume

forms are sewn up perfectly the only problem is the range of

integration over a common "time" parameter. One can try to

improve this sewing procedure just by taking a range of

integration yielding a unique cover of the restricted moduli

space C cleary it always exists). Such a range however crucially

depends on the global structure of sewing objects. Moreover, it

is extremely difficult to calculate it even in the simplest

cases. If one accepts this improved sewing which is essentialy

nonlocal then the only interaction vertex is the cubic one. One

also has the manifest modular invariance as well as factorization

property in each channel.

Within the nonpolynomial approach [14-18] the off-shell

amplitudes are defined in terms of punctured surfaces with

prescribed coordinates around each puncture. The choice of these

coordinates corresponds to the choice of a gauge in the

functional approach under consideration. In order to make the

comparison of both formulations more clear let us consider the

punctured spheres for which the prescription of coordinates

around punctures is fully estabilished. < Note that there are

strong indications that a generalization of this prescription



works for arbitrary surfaces as well IIS] >. The corresponding

tree off-shell amplitudes are copletely determined by the minimal

area metric which is a unique solution of the minimal Creduced)

area problem (under the condition that all noncontractible closed

paths on a surface have lengthes prater then or equal to 2n)

[15]. Around each puncture this metric determines a serai-infinite

tube with the constant circumpherence equals to 2r». The "time"

parameter of an external leg is identified with the length

parameter of a corresponding tube. The ACP in the minimal area

•auji' is; ilefjned by cutting external legs alnn; constant time

lines. In comparison with the constant curvature gauge the

structure of string diagrams is much more complicated. The

strategy to determine this structure is to start with the

symmetric Vitten vertex and with a completely local sewing

procedure and then to analyse missing regions in moduli spaces of

higher order ACP's. It turned out to be an infinite procedure

yielding recursion relations for missing regions and required

interaction vertices [15,161. As a result one gets Cat least in

the clasical theory) a finite number of string diagrams at every

order and an infinite set of interaction verices with increasing

number of external legs. The unique cover of the moduli space

tthe properties (6.1), (6.2> in our formulation) vas recently

proved [14-16,18], Also some lower order calculations show that

t.he correct measure on the moduli space is reproduced 1171. Due

to the properties of the minimal area metric the modular

idncL' and the factorization in every channel are manifest.

38

Summing up. the minimal area gaugt* is in a way complementary to

the constant curvature one. One gets a formulation of (X";SFT with

the completely local sewing procedure but with the nonpolynomial

(and in fact nonlocal) interaction.

The nonlocality of both approaches leads to serious

calculation problems. The explicit calculation of a correct range

in the constant curvature gauge is, however, much more hopeless.

Moreover, it is very hard to reali.se how such nonlocal sewing

could follow from a perturbation expansion of a cubic CCSFT

action. We will finish this section with some speculation about a

possible "localization" of the sewing procedure in the constant

curvature gauge.

From the mathematical point of view the origin of the

overcounting in the overlap formula C5,ll> is clear — the modular

group of a surface is essentialy larger than the direct product

of modular groups related to its component. For this reason the

problem of determinig a fundamental domain of the modular group

in the Frenchel-Nielsen coordinates is very difficult. On the

other hand It is interesting to indicate a "physical" origin of

the breackdown of the overlap formula which is motivated by the

well known factorization property of the Feynman path integral.

It can be done by a careful examination of the passage from the

Minkowski to the Euclidean space. In fact the factorization of a

functional integral over trajectories is deeply related with the

time evolution of a system. In the case of the interacting

bosonic string it can be easily seen in the light cone irauge
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where t.he global time parametr enters explicitly. In this gauge

one can check the ractorlzation for any light. cone diagram cut.

along rf constant time line. As elementary building blocks of

light cone diagrams one can take pairs of pants with a flat

metric singular at the point of interaction and with geodesic

boundaries. Note that this metric determines a global internal

time on the pair of pants in such a way that the boundary

components are lines of constant time. Gluing several pairs of

pants of this type together one gets a light cone diagram if and

only if all internal times give rise to a global internal time on

a resulting surface. This special feature of the light cone

diagrams ensures in fact a unique cover of the moduli space [291.

One can expect that a similar pattern could be applied to cure

the overcounting in the constant curvature gauge. It requires

some additional structure on a bordered surface playing the role

of an internal tine and uniquely characterized by some data on

boundary components. The realisation of this idea requires some

existence and uniqueness theorems and is beyond the scope of the

present paper. Let us only mention that the resulting theory

should be very similar to the covariantized light cone approach

[19.201.
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